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We present a new formulation of the time-dependent theory of Resonance-Raman spectroscopy
(TD-RR). Particular attention has been devoted to the generality of the framework and to the
possibility of including different effects (Duschinsky mixing, Herzberg-Teller contributions). Fur-
thermore, the effects of different harmonic models for the intermediate electronic state are also
investigated. Thanks to the implementation of the TD-RR procedure within a general-purpose
quantum-chemistry program, both solvation and leading anharmonicity effects have been included
in an effective way. The reliability and stability of our TD-RR implementation are validated
against our previously proposed and well-tested time-independent procedure. Practical applica-
tions are illustrated with some closed- and open-shell medium-size molecules (anthracene, phe-
noxyl radical, benzyl radical) and the simulated spectra are compared to the experimental re-
sults. More complex and larger systems, not limited to organic compounds, can be also studied,
as shown for the case of Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895534]

I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational Resonance Raman (RR) is a spectroscopic
technique based on a scattering process in which the inci-
dent light is set to match an electronic transition. In the last
years, it has become a widely used tool for the analysis of
complex systems, such as molecules of biological interest1–3

and metal complexes.4, 5 The main advantage of tuning the
incident light to match the transition energy to an electronic
state, which is then called the intermediate state, is an en-
hancement of the scattered intensity by a factor of 103-106

with respect to the non-Resonant Raman spectroscopy (nRR).
Furthermore, only transitions between vibrational states of
the initial and intermediate states corresponding to intense vi-
bronic transitions are enhanced, and this makes RR spectra
easier to interpret than nRR ones. As a result, it is possible to
study specific regions in complex systems by tuning the inci-
dent radiation to match the energy of the electronic transition
of interest.3, 6, 7 For instance, the enhancement can be applied
only to the peaks due to the vibrations of a chromophore in
a biomolecule, eliminating the interference from the rest of
the molecule, present in the nRR spectrum. Of course, the
RR spectrum of a molecule changes with the resonant elec-
tronic state, and thus, like one-photon absorption spectra, it
contains information about excited states. However, the ini-
tial and final states for a RR transition are the vibrational lev-
els of the electronic ground state, therefore the resolution of
RR spectra is much higher than for one-photon spectra. As
a consequence, RR spectroscopy can be used to extract in-
formation about excited states while avoiding the problem of
low-resolution spectra. The interpretation of RR spectra is far

from being straightforward due to the much higher complex-
ity to derive simple selection rules with respect to vibrational
spectroscopies (IR and nRR, for instance). Therefore, a the-
oretical model able to simulate a RR spectrum is essential to
identify unequivocally the various contributions to the exper-
imental spectrum and to facilitate its interpretation.

The simulation of RR spectra is related to the calcula-
tion of the transition polarizability tensor, as proven by Dirac
in his pioneering work.8 Different methods for the calcula-
tion of this tensor have been proposed, which can be di-
vided in two main groups, the time-independent (TI) and
the time-dependent (TD) models. Under the Franck-Condon
approximation, the polarizability tensor can be written in
terms of Franck-Condon integrals (often referred to as the
AVI Albrecht term with reference to the seminal work of
Albrecht9, 10). These integrals can be computed with a TI
formulation, using the same methodology as for vibronic
spectroscopy.11, 12 Analytic formulae have been derived, first
explicitly for each transition13, 14 and later for series of tran-
sitions based on the number of simultaneously excited oscil-
lators in the initial and final states.15, 16 However, they remain
not general enough to be applicable to complex and large sys-
tems. Those difficulties can be overcome by using the recur-
sive relations introduced by Ruhoff,17, 18 which are based on a
few formulae sufficient to obtain all transitions and thus better
suited for general-purpose implementations. The main limita-
tion of the TI method is the a priori infinite number of inte-
grals to compute, in particular when dealing with large sys-
tems. Therefore, in order to limit their computational cost, TI
methods must be coupled with appropriate strategies to se-
lect the most intense transitions. In a previous work, some of
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us have presented a general TI approach for the calculation
of RR spectra19 with the inclusion of Herzberg-Teller effects
relying on a class-based prescreening scheme, which had been
previously used for the simulation of one-photon vibronic
spectra.20, 21

The shortcomings of TI approaches can be overcome by
using the TD formalism introduced by Heller and co-workers
in their pioneering works.22, 23 By working in the time
domain, it is possible to rewrite the components of the polar-
izability tensor in terms of the half Fourier transform of the
dipole moment cross-correlation function, which can be cal-
culated by propagating a wavepacket of the initial state over
the potential energy surface (PES) of the intermediate level.
Different models have been introduced in order to simulate
this propagation. The simplest one is the so-called gradient
approximation, in which the wavepacket is propagated over
the intermediate state PES only for a short-time and long-time
effects are neglected.24–26 This approach is pertinent under
a near-resonance condition, but it is ill-suited when high-
precision results are needed. Indeed, even if its simplicity
reduces significantly the computational cost, the model fully
neglects the change in the shape of the PES of the intermedi-
ate state and is limited to the Franck-Condon approximation.
However, it is possible to overcome these limitations by
assuming that the PES of the ground and intermediate levels
are harmonic. In fact, under this assumption, the propagation
of the initial-state wavepacket over an harmonic potential
energy surface is analytic27, 28 even if mode-mixing is present
and taken into account. As a consequence, the transition
dipole moment cross-correlation function can be computed
analytically29 too and the polarizability tensor can be ob-
tained directly from a numerical Fourier-transform algorithm.
The expression of the cross-correlation function is simple
under the Franck-Condon approximation and if mode-mixing
effects are neglected,30 since it can be factorized as a product
of monodimensional terms. More recently, analytic expres-
sions for the dipole moment cross-correlation function have
been derived also with the presence of mode-mixing.31–33

However, a complete formulation of the TD theory of RR
spectroscopy (TD-RR) with the inclusion of both Duschinsky
and Herzberg-Teller effects is still lacking. In this work, we
will extend the TD framework previously developed for the
calculation of one-photon vibronic spectra34 to the simulation
of RR spectra which is facilitated by the flexibility of our
method. Particular care has been devoted to the ease of use
of our tool, as well as to its numerical stability. Furthermore,
thanks to its implementation in a general-purpose quantum
chemical program, it will be possible to investigate both
solvent and leading anharmonicity effects.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the general theory of TD-RR with particular attention on the
inclusion of Herzberg-Teller terms, as far as a discussion of
the treatment of anharmonicity and solvent effects. Section
III presents the computational details regarding the simula-
tion of Resonance-Raman spectra along the TI and TD routes.
The reliability of the TD procedure will be validated by com-
parison with the TI results, using anthracene as a test case.
Furthermore, in Sec. IV, two medium-size radicals, phenoxyl
and benzyl, will be used to show the possibility to study open-

shell systems and to include environmental and anharmonic
effects in order to reproduce correctly the experimental spec-
tra. Finally, support for large-sized systems will be illustrated
with Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride.

II. THEORY

A. General theory of Resonance-Raman spectroscopy

The Raman effect is a nonlinear optical phenomenon in
which a photon is inelastically scattered by a molecular sys-
tem, which consequently undergoes a transition between two
different states | � i 〉 and | � f 〉. The difference between the in-
cident and the scattered frequency corresponds to the energy
separation between those levels.

The experimental quantity, which is usually reported in a
Raman spectrum is the differential cross section of the scat-
tering process σ ′ = ∂σ /∂�, where � is the solid angle unit
and σ is the cross section. The following equation relates σ ′

to the scattered intensity Is:
10

σ ′(ωI , ωs) = Is(ωI , ωs, θ )

Iirr

, (1)

where Iirr is the total irradiance of the incident light. The dif-
ferential cross section σ ′ depends on various parameters. First
of all, it is a function of the polarization of the incident and
scattered lights and their respective frequencies ωI and ωs.
Furthermore, it depends on the angle between their directions
of propagation. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that
the polarization of the incident light is perpendicular to the
direction of scattering. Furthermore, we will assume that the
scattered light is unpolarized and orthogonal to the incident
one.

Under these approximations, the scattered intensity Is(ωI,
ωs, θ ) can be expressed in terms of the transition polarizability
tensor αif between the initial and final levels of the transition
| � i 〉 and | � f 〉, as follows:

Is

(π

2
; ‖s ⊥s ; ⊥I ωI , ωs

)
= kωs

2Iinc
45a2 + 7g2 + 5d2

45
.

(2)
In the previous equation, we have introduced the three

isotropic invariants a (mean isotropic polarizability), g (sym-
metric anisotropy), and d (asymmetric anisotropy) which are
related to the elements of the transition polarizability tensor,

a = 1

3

(
α

if
xx + α

if
yy + α

if
zz

)
,

g2 = 1

2

(∣∣αif
xx − α

if
yy

∣∣2 + ∣∣αif
xx − α

if
zz

∣∣2 + ∣∣αif
zz − α

if
yy

∣∣2)
+ 3

2

(∣∣αif
xy + α

if
yx

∣∣2 + ∣∣αif
xz + α

if
zx

∣∣2 + ∣∣αif
yz + α

if
zy

∣∣2)
,

d2 = 3

4

(∣∣αif
xy − α

if
yx

∣∣2 + ∣∣αif
xz − α

if
zx

∣∣2 + ∣∣αif
yz − α

if
zy

∣∣2)
.

(3)

As proposed by Kramers, Heisenberg and Dirac in
their pioneering work (KHD formalism),8 later proved by
Placzek35 in the framework of the second-order time-
dependent perturbation theory, the Cartesian components of
the transition polarizability tensor can be expressed as a
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sum-over-states in the following way:

α
if
ρσ = 1

¯

∑
m�=i,f

( 〈 �f | μρ | �m 〉〈 �m | μσ | �i 〉
ωmi − ωI + iγm

+〈 �f | μρ | �m 〉〈 �m | μσ | �i 〉
ωmi + ωI + iγm

)
. (4)

The sum includes all molecular levels | �m 〉, different
from | � i 〉 and | � f 〉, ωmi is the energy separation between
the initial and intermediate levels, γ m is the lifetime of state
m and ωI is the frequency of the incident light.

The previous KHD formula can be further simplified
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Indeed, the
wavefunction �m can then be factorized in an electronic,
φm, and a nuclear components, ψm. Then, assuming that the
Eckart conditions are met, the latter can be further factor-
ized, and it is possible, with a good approximation, to sepa-
rate the vibrational part ψr (m) from the rotational and transla-
tional ones. As a result, the transition dipole moment between
molecular states m and n can be rewritten as follows:

μmn = 〈 �m | μ | �n 〉 ≈ 〈 ψr (m) | μe
mn | ψs(n) 〉, (5)

where μe
mn = 〈 φm | μ | φn 〉 is the electronic transition dipole

moment, r is a vibrational state associated to electronic state
m corresponding to the molecular state m, and s, n their coun-
terpart for state n.

As mentioned before, in Resonance-Raman spec-
troscopy, the incident frequency ωI corresponds to the tran-
sition energy to an electronic state of the molecule, usually
called the intermediate state, | φm 〉. This condition implies
that ωmi ≈ ωI, which means that the first term in Eq. (4) is
dominant with respect to the second one, which can be ne-
glected. Therefore, the second term of the sum is discarded
and the sum over all the infinite levels can be restricted to the
vibrational levels of the intermediate state. Finally, it is possi-
ble to assume that the lifetime, γ m, is independent of the vi-
brational states, and thus is a constant labelled γ from here on.

Based on those approximations, we will consider only
one intermediate electronic state, m, and carry out the sum-
mation over its vibrational states n(m). As a result, Eq. (4)
can be written in a more compact way,

α
if
ρσ = 1

¯

∑
n(m)

〈ψf (0 ) | μe
m0,ρ | ψn(m)〉〈ψn(m) | μe

m0,σ | ψi(0 )〉
ωmi − ωI − iγ

(6)
where 0 represents the electronic ground state. The main
problem of dealing with Eq. (6) is that no analytic formulae
for the electronic transition dipole moment, μe

mn, are known.
In order to overcome this limitation, μe

mn is usually approx-
imated as a Taylor series of the normal coordinates of the
initial or intermediate electronic states about their respective
equilibrium geometry as follows:

μe
mn( Q) = μe

mn( Qeq) +
N∑

k=1

(
∂μe

mn

∂Qk

)
eq

Qk + ©( Q2). (7)

In the following derivation, we will consider only terms
up to the first order. The zeroth-order term corresponds

to the Franck-Condon approximation, while the inclusion
of the first-order terms is known as the Herzberg-Teller
approximation.

Finally, in order to calculate the transition polarizability
tensor, a relation between the normal modes of the initial and
intermediate electronic levels is needed. We will use the fol-
lowing linear transformation proposed by Duschinsky:36

Q = JQ + K , (8)

where Q and Q are the normal modes of the electronic ini-
tial and intermediate states, respectively, J is the Duschinsky
matrix and K is the shift vector. The definition of J and K
depends on the approximation of the PES of the intermedi-
ate state. A more detailed discussion on those approximations
can be found in our previous work.21

B. The time-independent approach

At this stage, two different strategies for the calcula-
tion of the tensor α

if
ρσ are possible, referred to as the time-

independent (TI) and the time-dependent (TD) approaches.
We will now describe briefly the former (a more detailed dis-
cussion is given in Ref. 19), before focusing on the latter.

By using the Taylor expansion given in Eq. (7), the sum-
over-states formula from Eq. (6) can be written in terms of
overlap integrals 〈 ψi(m) | ψj (0 ) 〉 between the vibrational lev-
els of the initial and intermediate electronic states, also called
the Franck-Condon integrals. The time-independent method
is based on the direct calculation of those overlap integrals by
using either analytic or recursive formulae.13, 17, 18 The main
drawback of the time-independent approach is the virtual in-
finity of integrals to compute, so a prescreening scheme is
needed to select a priori the vibrational levels of the inter-
mediate state, that gives the most important contributions to
the RR spectrum. In our group, we have developed a gen-
eral time-independent framework for the computation of RR
spectra, which relies on a class-based prescreening system to
select the most important transitions to include in the actual
treatment.19, 37 This scheme uses a classification of the inter-
mediate levels according to the number of excited oscillators.
For each class, a maximum level of excitation is defined on
the basis of an extrapolation process, and all the states over
this level are not considered. The reliability of the prescreen-
ing system can be assessed by using approximated sum-rules
to evaluate the convergence rate for each peak of the RR spec-
trum between the calculated and analytic intensities.

C. The time-dependent formalism

As highlighted in Sec. II B, the main disadvantage of
the time-independent approach is the requirement of a reli-
able prescreening system in order to overcome the problem
of dealing with an infinite summation and the impossibility to
know exactly how much of the intensity is missing from the
discarded transitions. Those drawbacks can be overcome by
switching to a time-dependent approach.

The transition from the frequency domain to the time do-
main is done through the following property of the Fourier
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transform,

1

x
= i

¯

∫ +∞

0
e−ixt/¯dt. (9)

Using the previous relation, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as

α
if
ρσ = i

¯2

∑
n(m)

∫ +∞

0
dt 〈 ψf (0 ) | μe

m0,ρ | ψn(m) 〉

×〈 ψn(m) | μe
m0,σ | ψi(0 ) 〉 e−it(ω

mi
−ω

I
−iγ ), (10)

ωmi can be rewritten as ωad + ωn(m), where ωad is the energy
separation between the minima of the electronic ground and
intermediate states. | ψn(m) 〉 is an eigenket of the interme-

diate state vibrational Hamiltonian e−iĤ vib
m t/¯ with eigenvalue

En(m). For the sake of readability, we will drop the “vib” su-
perscript in the following. Therefore, it is possible to intro-

duce the exponential time-evolution operator e
−iĤ

m
t/¯, which

satisfies the following property:

e
−iE

n(m)t/¯| ψn(m) 〉 = e
−iĤ

m
t/¯| ψn(m) 〉. (11)

Equation (11) is then inserted into Eq. (10). By using
the closure relation for the vibrational eigenstates of the elec-
tronic state m, it is possible to derive the final time-dependent
expression for the RR polarizability tensor:

α
if
ρσ = i

¯2

∫ +∞

0
dt 〈 ψf (0 ) |μe

m0,ρe
−iĤ

m
t/¯

μe
m0,σ | ψi(0 ) 〉

× e−it(ω
ad

−ω
I
−iγ ). (12)

Under the Franck-Condon approximation, the electronic
transition dipole moment is constant and thus can be taken out
of the integral. As a consequence, Eq. (12) can be simplified
as follows:

α
if
ρσ = i

¯2

(
μe

m0,ρ

)
eq

(
μe

m0,σ

)
eq

×
∫ +∞

0
dt 〈 ψf (0 ) |e−iĤ

m
t/¯| ψi(0 ) 〉 e−it(ω

ad
−ω

I
−iγ ).

(13)
For the sake of simplicity, we will introduce some fur-

ther approximations. First of all, we will ignore temperature
effects, so that the only possible initial state is the vibrational
ground state of the lower electronic state. Furthermore, we
will limit our analysis to fundamental bands, that is transi-
tions to final states with a single quantum of excitation. In
the following, the Dirac notation will be adopted, so that the
previous statements can be rewritten as | ψi(0 ) 〉 → | 0̄ 〉 and
| ψf (0 ) 〉 → | 1̄k 〉, where k is the excited normal mode of the
final state.

The formulae for the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
of an harmonic oscillator are well-known. However, in or-
der to use them, the integral in Eq. (13) must be rewritten
in the normal coordinate representation. Moreover, two sets
of normal coordinates of the initial electronic state, Q and
Q′, and two sets of normal coordinates of the intermediate

state, Q and Q′, need to be introduced. Let us remark that,
although the primed coordinates of each state are defined in
the same way as the non-primed ones, the two sets are al-
lowed to change independently. For all those coordinates sets,

the following closure relation holds:∫ +∞

−∞
d Q| Q 〉〈 Q | =

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q′| Q′ 〉〈 Q′ |

=
∫ +∞

−∞
d Q| Q 〉〈 Q |

=
∫ +∞

−∞
d Q′| Q′ 〉〈 Q′ | = 1. (14)

By using Eq. (14), the time-dependent expression of the po-
larizability tensor given in Eq. (13) can be rewritten in the
following way:

α
if
ρσ = i

¯2

(
μe

m0,ρ

)
eq

(
μe

m0,σ

)
eq

×
∫ +∞

0
dt

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q′

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q′

×〈 1̄k | Q′ 〉〈 Q′ | Q′ 〉〈 Q′ | e
−iĤ

m
t/¯ | Q 〉

×〈 Q | Q 〉〈 Q | 0̄ 〉. (15)

The overlap integral 〈 1̄k | Q′ 〉 is the representation of
the wavefunction 〈 1̄k | in the coordinate set Q′, while the in-
tegral 〈 Q | 0̄ 〉 is the representation of | 0̄ 〉 in the coordinate
system Q. Both integrals have a closed-form expression,

〈 Q | 0̄ 〉 =
N∏

i=1

(
ω̄i

π¯

)1/4

exp

(
− ω̄iQ

2
i

2¯

)

= det �̄
1/4

πN/4
exp

(
− QT �̄ Q

2

)
, (16)

〈 1̄k | Q′ 〉 =
√

ω̄k

2¯
Q

′
k

N∏
i=1

(
ω̄i

π¯

)1/4

exp

(
− ω̄iQ

′2
i

2¯

)

=
√

�̄k

2
Q

′
k

det �̄
1/4

πN/4
exp

(
− Q′ T �̄ Q′

2

)
, (17)

where �̄ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the reduced
frequencies of the initial electronic state.

The key point of the time-dependent formulation of RR
spectroscopy is to find an expression for the integrand of
Eq. (15). We will define this function as the cross-correlation
function χ k(t), where the index k refers to the dependence of
this cross-correlation function on the excited oscillator of the
final state. Analytic formulae for the cross-correlation func-
tion χ k(t) can be derived in the framework of the Feynman
path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics.38 The start-
ing point is the following expression for the matrix element

〈 Q′ | e
−iĤ

m
t/¯ | Q 〉38, 39:

〈 Q′ | e
−iĤ

m
t/¯ | Q 〉

=
√

det(a)

(2π¯)N
exp

(
i

¯

[
1

2
Q

T

b Q+ 1

2
Q′T

b Q′− Q′T

a Q
])

,

(18)
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where we have introduced the auxiliary time variable, τ =
it/¯, and the diagonal matrices a and b, defined as

aij = ωi

sinh(¯τ ωi)
δij bij = ωi

tanh (¯τ ωi)
δij . (19)

After the introduction of Eqs. (16)–(18) in Eq. (15),

the orthogonality property 〈 Q | Q 〉 = δ(Q − JQ − K ) and

〈 Q′ | Q′ 〉 = δ(Q′ − JQ′ − K ) is used to carry out the inte-
grals over the sets of coordinates Q and Q′. As a result, the
polarizability tensor can be rewritten as

χk(t) =
√

det a
(2π¯)N

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q

∫ +∞

−∞
d Q′

×〈 1̄k | Q′ 〉 exp

(
i

¯

[
1

2
Q′T

b Q′

+1

2
Q

T

b Q − Q
T

a Q′
])

〈 Q | 0̄ 〉, (20)

where Q = J Q + K and Q′ = J Q′ + K. It is noteworthy
that Eq. (20) is similar to the time-dependent expression for
the absorption cross section, which has been derived in our
previous work.34 Therefore, in order to calculate the previous
integral, it is possible to apply the same strategy by introduc-
ing a new set of variables Z and U,

Z = 1√
2

( Q + Q′),

U = 1√
2

( Q − Q′).
(21)

The integral given in Eq. (20) is then rewritten in terms
of this new set of coordinates, using the expression given in
Eq. (16),

χk(t) =
√

det(� a)

(2πi¯)2N

√
�̄k

2
exp(−K T � K )

∫ +∞

−∞
dU

×
∫ +∞

−∞
d Z Q′

k × exp

(
−1

2
ZT D Z −

√
2vT Z

)

× exp

(
−1

2
U T C U

)
. (22)

The auxiliary vector, v, is defined as JT �K . In order to ex-
ploit some intrinsic properties of hyperbolic functions, new
matrices, C and D, have been introduced,

C = ¯̄c + JT c̄ J D = ¯̄d + JT d̄ J (23)

with

cij = ωi

¯
coth

(
ωi¯τ

2

)
δij

(24)

dij = ωi

¯
tanh

(
ωi¯τ

2

)
δij .

Finally, the coordinate element Q′
k must also be expressed in

terms of Z and U. This can be done by using first the Duschin-

sky relation and then the definition given in Eq. (21),

Q′
k =

N∑
l=1

JklQ
′
l + Kk = 1√

2

N∑
l=1

Jkl(Zl − Ul) + Kk. (25)

The final expression for χ k(t) is

χk(t) =
√

det(� a)

(2πi¯)2N

√
�̄k

2
exp(−K T � K )

×
∫

dU
∫

d Z
1√
2

(
N∑

l=1

Jkl(Zl − Ul) + Kk

)

× exp

(
−1

2
ZT D Z −

√
2vT Z

)
exp

(
−1

2
U T C U

)
.

(26)

In order to use the same strategy, which has been used for one-
photon spectroscopies, we introduce an additional function,
χ0(t). χ0(t) is the autocorrelation function for the one-photon
vibronic spectroscopy under the Franck-Condon approxima-
tion,

χ0(t) =
√

det(� a)

(2πi¯)2N
exp(−K T � K )

×
∫

dU
∫

d Z exp

(
−1

2
ZT D Z −

√
2vT Z

)

× exp

(
−1

2
U T C U

)
. (27)

As shown in our previous work,34 this integral can be
computed by using some properties of the multidimensional
Gaussian-type integrals,

χ0(t) =
√

det(� a)

(i¯)2N det(C D)
× exp(−K T � K + vT D−1 v).

(28)
The difference between the integrals given in Eqs. (22)

and (27) is the presence of the factor Q′
k . However, it is possi-

ble to express Eq. (26) in terms of derivatives of Eq. (27) with
respect to the elements of vector v and matrix C. This gives
the possibility to use the analytic expression of χ0(t) given in
Eq. (28) to calculate explicitly the derivatives and to obtain a
closed-form expression for the time-dependent polarizability
tensor.

As a starting point, let us calculate the derivative of χ0(t)
with respect to a generic element of the vector v,

− 1√
2

∂χ0(t)

∂vl

=
√

det(� a)

(2πi¯)2N
exp(−K T � K )

∫
dU

∫
d Z Zl

× exp

(
−1

2
ZT D Z −

√
2vT Z

)
exp

(
−1

2
U T C U

)
.

(29)
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From this relation, it is possible to express the terms of
Eq. (26) with the scaling factor Zl as derivatives of χ0(t) with
respect to the elements of the vector v.

By symmetry, the part of Eq. (26), which depends on Ul,
vanishes. Therefore, it is possible to express χ k(t) in the fol-
lowing way:

χk(t) =
√

�̄k

2

[
− 1√

2

N∑
l=1

Jkl

(
∂χ0(t)

∂vl

)
+ Kk χ0(t)

]
. (30)

A closed-form expression for the derivative ∂χ0(t)/∂vk

can be easily calculated by direct differentiation of Eq. (28),

∂χ0(t)

∂vl

= χ0

[
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}lλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}lλv∗
λ

]
. (31)

D. Extension to the Herzberg-Teller term

The theoretical framework presented in Sec. II C can be
straightforwardly extended to the calculation of the Herzberg-
Teller contribution to the polarizability tensor. Let us start
back from Eq. (12). We now include also the first-order terms
from the Taylor expansion of the transition dipole moment, so
the polarizability tensor is defined as

α
if
ρσ = 1

¯2

(
μe

m0,ρ

)
eq

(
μe

m0,σ

)
eq

∫ +∞

0
dt

[
〈 ψf (0) |e−iĤ

m
t/¯| ψi(0) 〉

+ i

¯2

N∑
j=1

(
μe

m0,ρ

)
eq

·
⎛
⎝∂μe

m0,σ

∂Qj

⎞
⎠

eq

〈ψf (0)|e−iĤ
m
t/¯

Qj |ψi(0)〉

+ i

¯2

N∑
j=1

⎛
⎝∂μe

m0,ρ

∂Qj

⎞
⎠

eq

(
μe

m0,σ

)
eq

〈ψf (0)|Qje
−iĤ

m
t/¯|ψi(0)〉

+ i

¯2

N∑
j,k=1

⎛
⎝∂μe

mi,ρ

∂Qj

⎞
⎠

eq

·
(

∂μe
mi,σ

∂Qk

)
eq

×〈 ψf (0) |Qje
−iĤ

m
t/¯

Qk| ψi(0) 〉
]
. (32)

By limiting our analysis to the fundamental bands, the
inclusion of the Herzberg-Teller terms thus requires the cal-
culation of the following additional terms:

χ
(j )
FCHT,1(t) = 〈 1̄k |e−iĤ

m
t/¯

Qj | 0̄ 〉,

χ
(j )
FCHT,2(t) = 〈 1̄k |Qje

−iĤ
m
t/¯| 0̄ 〉,

χ
(j,l)
HT (t) = 〈 1̄k |Qje

−iĤ
m
t/¯

Ql| 0̄ 〉.
For the sake of readability, we will drop the explicit ref-

erence to the time (t). It should be reminded in the following
that χ is always function of the time. The derivation of ana-
lytic formulae for those terms can be done by following the
same strategy used for the Franck-Condon case. First of all,
let us rewrite χ

(j )
FCHT,1 using Eq. (16),

χ
(j )
FCHT,1 =

√
�̄k

2
〈 0̄ |Q̄ke

−iĤ
m
t/¯

Qj | 0̄ 〉. (33)

As done for the Franck-Condon approximation, it is pos-
sible to relate the initial state normal coordinate Q̄k to the final
state normal modes by using the Duschinsky approximation,

χ
(j )
FCHT,1(t) =

√
�̄k

2

[
〈 0̄ |Kke

−iĤ
m
t/¯

Qj | 0̄ 〉

+
N∑

s=1

Jks〈0̄|Qse
−iĤ

m
t/¯

Qj |0̄〉
]

. (34)

The first term of the previous expression is the same as
the one, which has been calculated for the Franck-Condon
case. The second term is more cumbersome, but can be cal-
culated with the same technique as before, leading to the final
expression,

χ
(j )
FCHT,1 =

√
�̄k

2

[
−1

2
Kk

∂χ0(t)

∂vj

+
N∑

s=1

Jks

(
1

4

∂2χFC

∂vs∂vj

+ ∂χ0

∂Csj

)]
. (35)

The calculation of χ
(j )
FCHT,2 is the same as χ

(j )
FCHT,1. The

only difference is that the coordinate operator Qj does not

act on the ket | Q 〉 but on the bra 〈 Q′ |. By considering that

〈 Q′ | is an eigenbra of the operator Qk with eigenvalue Qk , it
is easy to derive the following expression:

χ
(j )
FCHT,2(t) =

√
�̄k

2

[
−1

2
Kk

∂χ0

∂vj

+
N∑

s=1

Jks

(
1

4

∂2χFC

∂vs∂vj

− ∂χ0

∂Csj

)]
. (36)

The last term, χ
(j,l)
HT , is more complex but can be com-

puted by applying the same strategy as for the previous terms.
The Duschinsky transformation is used to rewrite χ

(j,l)
HT as

χ
(j,l)
HT (t) =

√
�̄k

2

[
Kk 〈 0̄ |Qje

−iĤ
m
t/¯

Ql| 0̄ 〉

+
N∑

s=1

(Jks〈 0̄ |QsQje
−iĤ

m
t/¯

Ql| 0̄ 〉)
]

. (37)

By rewriting the final-state normal coordinates in terms of the
auxiliary variables Z and U as done above, we obtain the fol-
lowing expression:

χ
(j,l)
HT =

√
�̄k

2

[
Kk

(
∂2χ0

∂vj∂vl

− ∂χ0

∂Cjl

)

+
N∑

s=1

Jks

(
1

8

∂3χ0

∂vs∂vj ∂vl

− 1

2

∂2χ0

∂Cjl∂vs

−1

2

∂2χ0

∂Csl∂vj

+ 1

2

∂2χ0

∂Csj ∂vl

)]
. (38)
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The explicit expressions for the second- and third-order
derivatives of the autocorrelation function χ0(t) are the fol-
lowing:

∂2χ0

∂vk∂vl

= χ0

(
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}kλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}kλv
∗
λ

)

×
(

N∑
λ=1

{D−1}lλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}lλv∗
λ

)

+χ0

({D−1}kl + {D−1}lk
)
, (39)

∂2χ0

∂Ckl∂vj

=−1

2
χ0{C−1}kl

[
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}jλvλ+
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}jλv
∗
λ

]
,

(40)

∂3χ0

∂vk∂vl∂vj

= χ0

[(
{D−1}jk + {D−1}kj

)(
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}lλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}lλv∗
λ

)

+
(
{D−1}j l + {D−1}lj

)(
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}kλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}kλv
∗
λ

)

+ ({D−1}kl + {D−1}lk
) (

N∑
λ=1

{D−1}jλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}jλv
∗
λ

)

+
(

N∑
λ=1

{D−1}jλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}jλv
∗
λ

)

×
(

N∑
λ=1

{D−1}kλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}kλv
∗
λ

)

×
(

N∑
λ=1

{D−1}lλvλ +
N∑

λ=1

{D−1}lλv∗
λ

)]
. (41)

E. A special case: J=I

The previous formulae can be greatly simplified if we as-
sume that the normal modes in the initial and intermediate
states are the same, which means that the Duschinsky matrix
is equal to the identity matrix I. Indeed, matrices C and D are
then diagonal,

Cij =
(

ωi

¯
coth

(
¯τ ωi

2

)
+ ωi

¯

)
δij

(42)

Dij =
(

ωi

¯
tanh

(
¯τ ωi

2

)
+ ωi

¯

)
δij .

As a consequence, the autocorrelation function becomes

χ0 =
N∏

j=1

√
¯̄ωj

2

sinh (¯ ¯̄τ ¯̄ωj )

·
√

1

[ω̄j + ¯̄ωj tanh (¯ωj
¯̄τ )][ω̄j + ¯̄ωj coth (¯ωj

¯̄τ )]

× exp
(−Kj

2 ω̄j

)
exp

(
v2

j

¯̄ωj tanh(¯ ¯̄ωj
¯̄τ ) + ω̄j

)
.

(43)

As done for the general case, the polarizability tensor can
be written as a function of derivatives of χ0 with respect to the
elements of the vector v. The expression is further simplified
since D is diagonal, so we have

∂χ0

∂vk

=
√

2
vk

¯̄ωk tanh (¯ ¯̄ωk
¯̄τ ) + ω̄k

× χ0. (44)

As a result, the polarizability tensor at the Franck-
Condon level can be written in the following way:

χk = Kk χ0 + ∂χ0(t)

∂vk

=
(√

2
vk

ωk tanh (¯ ¯̄ωk
¯̄τ ) + ω̄k

+ Kk

)
N∏

j=1

√
¯̄ωj

2

sinh (¯ ¯̄τ ¯̄ωj )

×
√

1

[ω̄i + ¯̄ωj tanh (¯ ¯̄ωj
¯̄τ )][ω̄j + ¯̄ωj coth (¯ ¯̄ωj

¯̄τ )]

× exp(−Kj
2 ω̄j ) exp

(
v2

j

¯̄ωj tanh (¯ ¯̄ωj
¯̄τ ) + ω̄j

)
. (45)

The factorization of the cross-correlation function under
the Franck-Condon approximation in this simplified case is
coherent with the result obtained by Neese and co-workers
who neglected the Duschinsky mixing.30 This simplified for-
mulation is more stable from a numerical point of view with
respect to the general one and more efficient, and thus is well-
suited when Duschinsky mixing is negligible. Furthermore,
the computational cost is reduced in this second framework
because a matrix inversion step and summations over the nor-
mal modes are avoided in this case. Herzberg-Teller terms can
be included by using the same technique as for the more gen-
eral case, but the expression for the derivatives of the autocor-
relation function is simpler,

∂2χ0

∂vk∂vl

= [{D−1}ll (v∗
l + vl) + {D−1}kk (v∗

k + vk)

+{D−1}kl + {D−1}lk] × χ0,

∂2χ0

∂Ckl∂vj

=
[
−1

2
{C−1}kl · (v∗

j {D−1}jj +vj {D−1}jj )

]
× χ0,
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∂3χ0

∂vk∂vl∂vj

= [{D−1}kk({D−1}lj + {D−1}j l) · (v∗
k + vk)

+{D−1}ll({D−1}kj + {D−1}jk)

×(v∗
l +vl) + {D−1}jj ({D−1}kl

+{D−1}lk) · (v∗
j +vj )

+{D−1}ll{D−1}kk{D−1}jj
×(v∗

l + vl)(v
∗
k + vk)(v∗

j + vj )] × χ0. (46)

F. Anharmonicity and solvation effects

Proper account of the mode mixing and the shape of the
initial- and intermediate-state PESs can be considered as the
most elaborate model to simulate RR spectra. In this way,
however, two important effects such as the anharmonicity of
the PESs and the environmental, e.g. solvent, effects are over-
looked.

An effective way to include anharmonic contributions is
by mean of the second-order vibrational perturbation theory
(VPT2). A full anharmonic treatment of the vibronic transi-
tions would require a more complex derivation of the equa-
tions of the cross-correlation function but would remain out
of question due to the steep computational cost, which makes
it only conceivable for the smallest systems. Since Resonance
Raman is a vibrational spectroscopy, a correction of the har-
monic frequencies can be highly effective, in order to correct
the band positions, with no impact on the computational cost
required to simulate the RR spectrum itself. In order to com-
pute the anharmonic frequencies, the third and semi-diagonal
quartic force constants are generated by numerical differen-
tiation of quadratic force constants along the normal coordi-
nates. The VPT2 is known to suffer from the presence of sin-
gularities due to Fermi resonances, which results in unphysi-
cal contributions from the anharmonic terms. Resonant terms
are identified by mean of ad hoc criteria and treated variation-
ally in the so-called generalized VPT2 scheme.40, 41 Those
anharmonic frequencies are then used in place of the har-
monic ones in the definition of the cross-correlation function,
which leads to corrected intensities too. Moreover, anhar-
monic frequencies can be used to compute accurate partition
functions and so abundances of species inside mixtures, when
necessary to match experimental conditions.42, 43 Regarding
the excited electronic state, if analytical force constants are
not available, which is the case for most quantum chemical
packages, calculation of anharmonic frequencies at the VPT2
level becomes prohibitive. This problem can be overcome by
using the mode-specific scaling scheme proposed by some
of us and relying on the Duschinsky transformation.44 It
allows the definition of a scaling factor for each excited-state
frequency based on the anharmonic corrections obtained for
the ground-state frequencies, following the relation

¯̄ωanh
j =

(∑
i

J 2
ji

ω̄anh
i

¯̄ωharm
i

)
ω̄harm

j . (47)

It should be noted that in Resonance Raman, it is simple
to choose a region of interest and only treat anharmonically

the contributing modes within it. This is particularly interest-
ing for large systems, since it gives the possibility to reduce
dramatically the computational cost with a minimal impact
on the accuracy of the anharmonic correction for those
modes.

RR spectra are usually recorded in solution, therefore a
correct description of solvation effects is needed to reproduce
experimental data. Solvation effects, like anharmonicity, af-
fect the vibrational frequencies, leading to a further correc-
tion of the peak positions, as well as the band intensities. In
this work, solvation effects have been included with the Po-
larizable Continuum Model (PCM), which has already been
used for the simulation of RR spectra with time-independent
methods.45–47 Within PCM, the solvent is represented by a
polarizable continuum characterized by a dielectric constant.
The solute is accommodated in a molecule-shaped cavity in-
side the continuum. The electrostatic equation is then solved
numerically taking into account mutual interaction effects be-
tween the density of charge of the solute and the dielectric
continuum’s polarization. This is done by including a suit-
able interaction term in the molecular Hamiltonian.48 As it
has been pointed out, when spectroscopic properties must be
simulated with PCM, the correct solvation regime must be
used. For example, for the simulation of absorption spectra,
a non-equilibrium regime is usually assumed, where the elec-
tronic degrees of freedom of the solute are equilibrated with
the excited-state electronic density, while the nuclear degrees
of freedom stay equilibrated with the ground-state electronic
density.49, 50 For RR spectroscopy, the definition of the cor-
rect solvation regime is far from being trivial. In fact, it is
evident from the TD picture that RR is a dynamical process
and, depending on the time-scales of the time-evolution, some
of the nuclear degrees of freedom can be assumed to be static.
To simulate this behaviour, vibrational non-equilibrium PCM
for excited states should be used, but this approach has never
been investigated. To overcome this limitation, three different
solvation regimes for the simulation of RR spectra have been
proposed:19

� Equilibrium regime: both nuclear and electronic de-
grees of freedom of the solvent are assumed to be equi-
librated for the calculation of the properties of both
electronic states.

� Fixed cavity regime: the calculations related to the
excited-state properties are carried out under the equi-
librium regime for the electronic degrees of freedom,
while the cavity is kept fixed. In this way, vibrational
non-equilibrium effects can be partially reproduced.

� Full non-equilibrium regime: in addition to the vi-
brational non-equilibrium regime, the vertical exci-
tation energy is computed under the electronic non-
equilibrium regime.

As it has been pointed out,19 the choice of the solvation
regime must be coherent with the model of the PES. For adia-
batic models, the equilibrium geometry of the excited state
must be optimized, and the PCM cavity is displaced dur-
ing the optimization process. Therefore, the first equilibrium
regime is best-suited in this case. For vertical models, the
other two regimes are better-suited.
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All calculations of electronic structures and the vibronic
spectra were done with a locally modified version of the
Gaussian suite of quantum chemical programs.51 The elec-
tronic calculations have been carried out within the density
functional theory (DFT) for the ground states, and its time-
dependent extension (TD-DFT) for the excited states. Ex-
cept when written otherwise, the B3LYP functional52 with
the double-ζ basis set SNSD,53 developed for spectroscopic
studies of medium-to-large molecular systems, has been used.
This basis set has been built from the polarized double-
ζ basis set N07D54–57 by consistently including diffuse s
functions on all atoms, and one set of diffuse polarized
functions (d on heavy atoms and p on hydrogens). For
benzyl radical, basis set cc-pVTZ was used together with
B3LYP, while for Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride, the
B3PW91 functional58 together with basis set LanL2DZ59 has
been used.

Solvation effects have been included in the QM calcula-
tions by means of the PCM, as described previously. In par-
ticular, its integral-equation formulation (IEF-PCM) has been
used60 and the solute cavity has been built by using a set of
interlocking spheres centered on the atoms with the following
radii (in Å): 1.443 for hydrogen, 1.926 for carbon, and 1.750
for oxygen, each scaled by a factor of 1.1, which is the de-
fault value inside GAUSSIAN. The solvent static and dynamic
dielectric constant used here are ε = 78.36 and ε∞ = 1.78
for water and ε = 35.69 and ε∞ = 1.81 for acetonitrile. As
mentioned before, different solvation regimes can be chosen
for the simulation of RR spectra. In this work, we will use as
reference the equilibrium regime for the adiabatic models and
the fixed-cavity regime for the vertical models.

As explained in our previous work,21 the PES of the
excited state can be described in different ways and at
different level of approximations, giving rise to different
definitions of the Duschinsky matrix and the shift vector. In
Adiabatic Hessian model (AH), the PES of the final state
is expanded about its own minimum. From a practical point
of view, this model requires the calculation of the optimized
geometry of the excited state and, subsequently, of its har-
monic frequencies. However, the harmonic PES of the ex-
cited state can be also expanded about the equilibrium ge-
ometry of the ground state, in the so-called Vertical Hes-
sian (VH) model. Simplified formulations of both AH and
VH, respectively, named Vertical Gradient (VG) and Adia-
batic Shift (AS) have been proposed, in which the PES of
the excited state is equal to the ground state’s one. In the
first case, only the gradient of the excited-state PES must
be computed while, in the second one, only the equilibrium
geometry of the excited state is needed. Let us remark that
both AS and VG models, in which both Duschinsky mixing
and frequency changes are neglected, are usually known as
independent-mode displaced harmonic oscillator (IMDHO)
models in the field of Resonance-Raman spectroscopy.61 Fur-
thermore, the independent-mode displaced harmonic oscilla-
tor with frequency alteration model (IMDHOFA),33 in which
frequency changes are taken into account while Duschinsky
mixing is neglected, is equivalent to the AH|FC model by set-

ting the Duschinsky matrix equal to the identity matrix. The
AH approach will be used by default. The effects of the differ-
ent models on RR spectra will be shown for the case of benzyl
radical. For a more detailed discussion, see Ref. 62.

As mentioned before, the harmonic frequencies can be
replaced by their anharmonic counterparts in order to improve
the accuracy of the results. In this work, the latter are com-
puted using the second-order vibrational perturbation theory
(VPT2).41, 63, 64 The necessary third and semi-diagonal fourth
derivatives of the potential energy are obtained by numerical
differentiation of the analytic harmonic force constants along
the mass-weighted normal coordinates (Q) with the GAUS-
SIAN default step, δ Q = 0.01Å × √

amu.40, 41 Even if ana-
lytic formulae for TD-DFT energy second derivatives have
been proposed,65, 66 due to the unavailability of them in our
TD-DFT calculations and to reduce the computational times,
the anharmonic frequencies of the excited state have been
calculated by using the extrapolation procedure presented
before.

TI RR calculations have been carried out by using the
implementation presented in Ref. 19. To limit the number
of integrals to include in the sum-over-states, the class-based
prescreening proposed earlier for one-photon absorption and
emission11, 37 has been used. This prescreening scheme re-
lies on a categorization of the transitions in so-called classes,
which correspond to the number of simultaneously excited os-
cillators in the excited state. Class 1 (overtones) and class 2
(2-state combinations) are treated up to a specified number of
quanta for each oscillator, Cmax

1 and Cmax
2 , respectively. Over-

lap integrals and information related to them are stored and
used for the prescreening to define the maximum number of
quanta for each oscillator in order to choose and compute up
to Nmax

I transitions, evaluated to be the most significant ones,
for each class starting from class 3. In the present work, if not
specified otherwise, sum-over-states spectra were computed
with the default settings, that is

Cmax
1 = 20, Cmax

2 = 13, Nmax
I = 108

and up to 7 simultaneously exited modes in the final state have
been taken into account (class 7).

For all TI and TD calculations, only transitions to funda-
mental bands will be computed.

For the TD approach, the most time-consuming step is
the sampling of the correlation functions. A Gauss-Legendre
algorithm has been implemented for the calculation of the
half Fourier-Transform in order to reduce the number of sam-
pling points and consequently speed-up the calculation. Fur-
thermore, each time-step of the correlation function is inde-
pendent of the others, and therefore it is possible to speed up
further the calculation by carrying out the sampling of this
function in parallel. If not specified otherwise, all the TD cal-
culations have been carried out by sampling the Fourier inte-
gral on 212 points with a time step of 2.44 × 10−16 s. Those
parameters result in a satisfactory convergence in all cases we
have tested.

When the calculated RR spectra are compared to the
experimental ones, the choice of the incident wavelength to
use in the calculation is not straightforward. In fact, the cal-
culated vertical energy difference between the ground and
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the RR spectra of anthracene calculated with different models for the PES of the intermediate state: panel (a): AS|FC; panel (b):
AS|FCHT; panel (c): VG|FC; and panel (d): AH| FC with J = I. The excitation wavelength has been set to 251 nm (corresponds to the S9 state) and Lorentzian
functions with HWHM of 30 cm−1 have been used to broaden each peak.

excited states can be significantly different from the experi-
mental one. In such cases, the laser wavelength used in the
experiment cannot be directly used in the calculation. Follow-
ing a procedure previously used for TI calculations,19, 47 the
incident frequency has been set to reproduce the difference
between the experimental laser frequency and the measured
absorption maximum, using the calculated vertical energy as
λmax.

The damping constant can be extracted from the com-
parison between the experimental and theoretical one-photon
absorption spectra. Indeed, it is related to the HWHM of the
Lorentzian broadening to be applied to match the theoreti-
cal spectrum to its experimental counterpart. For the sake of
simplicity, we have chosen a value of 100 cm−1, in agreement
with previous work.37 We have also tested higher values of the
damping constant with no significant changes. Furthermore,
each peak was calculated using Eq. (2) and then broaden by
means of Gaussian or Lorentzian distribution functions, as ex-
plained in Ref. 19.

IV. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

A. Anthracene

RR spectroscopy has been used in analytical chemistry
as a tool for the detection of different polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) in complex environments such as coal

liquids67–69 or DNA derivatives.70 Even if a lot of high-
resolution RR spectra of PAHs are now available thanks to
this interest, they have been scarcely studied from a theoret-
ical point of view, except for pyrene.24, 47, 71 In this work, we
will focus on another PAH, anthracene. Thanks to its rigidity,
mode mixing and Herzberg-Teller effects are usually negligi-
ble for PAHs, which makes them ideal systems to test new
methods and implementations. The absence of mode-mixing
results in a more efficient prescreening, so there is no risk of
convergence issue for the spectrum computed with the TI ap-
proach, which can be used as a reference for the TD results.

Figure 1 shows the TI and TD spectra calculated in vac-
uum with different levels of approximation for the PES of the
electronic intermediate state. The excitation wavelength has
been set to 251 nm (39 811 cm−1), which corresponds to the
computed energy difference between the vibrational ground
states (0-0 transition) of S0 and S9. This electronic transi-
tion gives an intense band in the UV region.72 As mentioned
before, the time-independent simulation provides a complete
convergence of the spectrum (>99%) with the standard pa-
rameters. In all TD and TI calculations, Lorentzian distribu-
tion functions with half-widths at half-maximum of 30 cm−1

have been used in order to simulate broadening effects.
The results obtained with the simplified Adiabatic Shift

(AS) and Vertical Gradient (VG) models are given in panels
(a) and (c) of Figure 1. The remarkable agreement proves the
reliability of our theoretical derivation when the Duschinsky
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental RR spectrum of anthracene (in
dashed black, taken from Ref. 68) with the calculated spectra at the AH|FC
level in vacuum (solid line, green) and with solvent effect (solid line, clean
blue). Lorentzian broadening functions with HWHM of 30 cm−1 have been
used.

matrix is assumed to be the identity matrix. The agreement re-
mains excellent with the inclusion of the HT terms, as shown
in panel (b) of Figure 1. Finally, even under the more general
IMDHOFA model,33 which is equivalent to AH|FC by set-
ting the Duschinsky matrix equal to the identity matrix, the
RR spectra simulated at the TD and TI levels are still super-
imposable, as shown in panel (d) of Figure 1. It should be
underlined that the bandshape of the RR spectrum is the same
independently of the level of approximation of the PES and
the transition dipole moment. This is to be expected, since the
S9 ← S0 transition is fully allowed, thus the HT contribution
is negligible, and anthracene does not undergo significant ge-
ometry changes upon the transition (so the minima of the PES
are almost at the vertical of each other and the mode-mixing
is low).

The experimental RR spectrum of anthracene has been
measured in a solution of acetonitrile with an excitation wave-
length of 251 nm,68 which corresponds to the transition to S9
electronic state. Therefore, the previous results can be directly
compared with the experimental ones. In Figure 2, the experi-
mental RR spectrum, together with the theoretical ones calcu-
lated at the AH|FC level both in vacuum and in solvent, are re-
ported. Solvent effects have been included by mean of PCM,
as reported in the computational details, assuming an equilib-
rium solvation regime, which is the best-suited one for adi-
abatic models.19 Comparison between the theoretical and ex-
perimental spectra shows that the positions of the most intense
bands are already well reproduced in the spectrum calculated
in vacuum, even if significant discrepancies are present re-
garding the peak intensity in the region under 1000 cm−1.
Those differences are strongly reduced when solvent effects
are taken into account. It should be noted that in this case the
solvent does not modify significantly the frequencies, but has
a remarkable effect on the intensities.

B. Phenoxyl radical

RR spectroscopy has been also widely applied to the
characterization of radical species produced by photochem-
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the RR spectrum of phenoxyl radical calculated
with the AS|FC (solid line, blue), AH|FC (solid line, red), and AH|FCHT
(solid line, magenta) models. Gaussian broadening functions with HWHM
of 20 cm−1 have been used. The excitation wavelength have been set to 368
nm (corresponding to the D3 electronic level).

ical reactions on closed-shell systems. Indeed, even if radical
species are highly unstable, their lifetime is comparable with
the time-scales of the RR scattering process, which is there-
fore able to detect them. Furthermore, time-resolved RR ex-
periments provide an estimation of the lifetime of the radical.
However, a theoretical prediction of the RR spectrum of the
radical is usually needed in order to confirm that the RR peaks
are due to the radical itself.

Radical species made by photolysis of phenol derivatives
have been studied with particular care as prototype models of
photochemical transients of aromatic aminoacids. Those tran-
sients have a remarkable interest in biology because they are
involved in the UV inactivation of enzymes. RR spectroscopy
of aromatic aminoacids has also been used to monitor confor-
mational changes in proteins.

In this section, we will analyze the RR spectrum of the
phenoxyl radical, which is the product of the photolysis of
phenol. The incident wavelength has been set to 368 nm
(27151 cm−1), in resonance with the D3 excited state.

Figure 3 shows the RR spectra of phenoxyl radical sim-
ulated within the TD formulation at different levels of ap-
proximation for the PES of the intermediate state. All TD
calculations have been carried out in vacuum with the de-
fault parameters and broadening effects have been simulated
with Gaussian functions with HWHM of 20 cm−1. It is note-
worthy that the Franck-Condon spectra calculated with the
AS and AH models are very similar, which means that, for
this system, Duschinsky mixings are negligible. However,
the changes caused by the inclusion of the HT terms are re-
markable. For example, the intensity of the bands at about
1000 cm−1 is significantly decreased with the inclusion of HT
effects. The same behaviour can be seen for the shoulder at
1600 cm−1.

The RR spectra calculated at the AH|FCHT level with
the inclusion of solvent effects using harmonic and anhar-
monic frequencies are reported in Figure 4, together with the
experimental spectrum, taken from Ref. 73. Solvent effects
have been included with PCM in the equilibrium solvation
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental (taken from Ref. 73) RR spectrum
of the phenoxyl radical with the calculated ones at the AH|FCHT level within
the harmonic (solid line, green) and anharmonic (solid line, blue) approxima-
tion. The excitation wavelength has been set to 368 nm (transition to the D3
electronic level). Lorentzian broadening function with HWHM of 20 cm−1

have been used.

regime, and anharmonicity effects have been included with
the scheme presented before. As before, both TD calcula-
tions have been carried out with the standard set of param-
eters and Lorentzian broadening functions with HWHM of
20 cm−1 have been used in order to simulate the broadening
effect. The intensities of the three main bands of the exper-
imental spectrum are well reproduced at the harmonic level.
However, there is a slight shift of the position of all the main
bands, which is caused by the neglect of anharmonicity ef-
fects. Indeed, by using the anharmonic frequencies in place
of the harmonic ones, the proper band positions are obtained
with little changes to the intensities.

C. Benzyl radical

As for the phenoxyl radical, the benzyl radical has been
widely studied with different types of spectroscopy due to its
importance as a prototype of aromatic molecules. It can be
produced by photolysis of benzene derivatives and can be
detected by means of absorption spectroscopy.74 The elec-
tronic excited states involved in the transitions which con-
tribute mostly to the UV-vis spectrum of benzyl radical are D3
and D5, corresponding to two intense bands at about 310 and
250 nm, respectively. The RR spectrum with the incident fre-
quency coinciding with the transition energy to D3 has been
measured by Langkilde.75 However, the interpretation of the
spectrum is based on a simplified model.76 A more complete
analysis has been done by Schatz and co-workers,77 but also
in this case the agreement with the experimental spectrum
is not satisfactory and does not permit an assignment of all
bands. In the following, we will show how our model, by in-
cluding different effects, can provide a remarkable support to
experimental measurements.

As a first step, the RR spectrum of the benzyl radical has
been calculated using both vertical and adiabatic models in
order to evaluate the difference between them. The geome-
try optimization and frequency calculation for the D0 state, as
well as the geometry optimization, force and frequency cal-
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FIG. 5. Simulated TD RR spectrum of the benzyl radical with an excitation
wavelength of 320 nm (transition to the D3 electronic level) with the AH
(solid line, red) and the VH (solid line, green) models. The spectra calculated
with the simplified AS (dashed line, red) and VG (dashed line, green) are
also reported. For all spectra, Lorentzian broadening functions with HWHM
of 30 cm−1 have been used.

culations for the excited state, have been carried out by using
the exchange-correlation functional B3LYP and the cc-pVTZ
basis set. The results of the calculations are reported in Figure
5. It is noteworthy that for both adiabatic and vertical mod-
els, using the correct excited-state PES does not change sig-
nificantly the overall bandshape. However, the difference be-
tween the spectra calculated with the adiabatic and the verti-
cal models is remarkable, especially in the energy range under
1100 cm−1. For example, the peak at about 1000 cm−1 has a
much higher intensity in the VG and VH spectra than in the
AS and AH ones. Furthermore, the spectra calculated with the
adiabatic models show a peak around 500 cm−1 whose inten-
sity is much lower in the VG spectrum and is nearly vanishing
in the VH one.47, 62

Figure 6 shows the experimental spectrum (taken from
Ref. 75) together with the theoretical ones, calculated with
the VH model including the Herzberg-Teller terms. It is note-
worthy that the overall bandshape over 1100 cm−1 is well
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FIG. 6. Experimental (dashed line, black) and calculated RR spectra of the
benzyl radical with an excitation wavelength of 320 nm (transition to the D3
electronic level). For the theoretical spectra, Lorentzian broadening functions
with HWHM of 30 cm−1 have been used to match the experimental spectrum.
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FIG. 7. Graphical representation of the normal modes giving rise to the three main bands in the RR spectrum of the benzyl radical. Following the Wilson
notation for the benzene normal modes, (a) corresponds to 12, (b) corresponds to 14 and (c) corresponds to 8a normal modes.

reproduced in both the VH|FCHT spectrum and in the AH|FC
one, reported in Figure 5, even if slight discrepancies in band
positions and intensities are still present. However, for the
bands under 1100 cm−1, agreement between the experimen-
tal spectrum and the AH|FC one is rather poor, while the
VH|FCHT model reproduces satisfactorily the intensity of
each peak. Therefore, those results tend to confirm that ver-
tical models are better-suited for the description of large-
amplitude motions than their adiabatic counterparts.

Figure 6 shows also the VH|FCHT spectrum where the
anharmonic frequencies have been used in place of the har-
monic ones. It is noteworthy that, with our TD approach, the
agreement between the calculated and theoretical spectra is
significantly improved with respect to the most recent study
of the RR spectrum of this molecule.77 In particular, in the
region between 900 and 1400 cm−1 agreement between the
experimental and theoretical intensities becomes significantly
better and allows a unambiguous assignment of the most in-
tense bands of the spectrum. For example, the intense band
at about 1300 cm−1 corresponds to an in-plane deformation
of the benzene ring, which can be related to mode 14 in the
Wilson notation.78 Following the same notation, it is easy to
assign the band at 1600 cm−1 to mode 8a, and the band at
1000 cm−1 to mode 12. A graphical representation of those
three modes is given in Figure 7.

D. Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride

RR spectroscopy, thanks to the properties mentioned be-
fore, is a powerful tool for the study of metal complexes.5, 61

In fact, UV-vis spectra of metal complexes usually involve
transitions to several excited states and it is not straightfor-
ward to assign each band to a specific electronic transition.
However, additional information about the nature of a specific
excited state (like for example metal-to-ligand charge trans-
fer or ligand-centered transition) can be obtained from a RR
spectrum by tuning the incident frequency to match the tran-
sition energy to this state. In fact, the selective enhancement
of the bands depends on the transition electron density to the
specific excited level.

The simulation of RR spectra of metal complexes is still
a challenge for theoretical chemistry because it requires both
an accurate description of the PES of the ground and ex-
cited electronic states, as well as a reliable method to simulate
RR spectra. Some theoretical analysis of RR spectra of metal
complexes are present in the literature,79 but they are usually
relying on simplified models. In this section, we will show
that a complete simulation of RR spectra does not lead to sig-
nificant additional computational times. Therefore, even if the
most accurate model for the simulation of RR spectra is used,
it is still not the most expensive step of the whole procedure.
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FIG. 8. Comparison between the VG|FC (on the left) and AH|FC (on the right) spectra of Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride calculated with the TI and TD
procedures. The excitation wavelength has been set to 457 nm (transition to the excited state S5). For all spectra, Gaussian functions with HWHM of 10 cm−1

have been used to simulate the broadening effects.
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FIG. 9. Relative weight of the calculation time for each computation step needed to generate input data and simulate the RR spectrum of
Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) with VG (on the left) and AH (on the right) models.

Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride ([Ru(bipy)3]
Cl2)80, 81 has been chosen as a test-case to demonstrate the
reliability of our approach also for larger systems. Following
the procedure presented in recent theoretical studies,82, 83

geometry optimization, as well as force and frequency
calculations have been carried out by using the exchange-
correlation functional B3PW91 with the LANL2DZ basis
set. The incident wavelength has been set to 458 nm
(21834 cm−1), in resonance with the S5 excited state, which
is a metal-to-ligand charge transfer excited state.82 In the left
panel of Figure 8, the spectra calculated at the TI and TD
levels with the VG|FC model are reported. Both calculations
have been done with the standard parameters given in the
computational details, which provide a remarkable agreement
between the two spectra. The right panel of Figure 8 shows
the corresponding results at the AH|FC level. In this case as
well, the agreement between the two spectra is remarkable,
even if some small discrepancies can be detected for the less
intense bands which are due to an incomplete convergence of
the TI spectra.

Figure 9 shows a pictorial comparison of the simulation
time of the RR spectrum with respect to the other steps of
the calculations of the data directly needed to generate it.
For VG|FC, the most expensive step is the harmonic fre-
quency calculation for the ground state, while the time for
the simulation of the RR spectrum is negligible thanks to
the simplified model derived for the special case in which
mode-mixing effects are neglected. In the right panel of
Figure 9 the same comparison is given for the more accu-
rate AH|FC model. Even if in this case the absolute time
of simulation of the RR spectrum increases, because of the
more general theoretical formulation, the relative impact of
this step on the overall computation time is still negligible. In
fact, for the AH model, the frequencies of the excited state
must be calculated, and this becomes the bottleneck of the
calculation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a new general formulation of the time-
dependent theory of Resonance-Raman spectroscopy has
been presented, based on an approach previously used for the
simulation of one-photon absorption and emission spectra.34

The generality and flexibility of the underlying model allow
its easy generalization to the inclusion of both Duschinsky
mixing and Herzberg-Teller effects, which are usually ne-
glected in the simulation of RR spectra. Furthermore, the im-

plementation is able to include both adiabatic and vertical
models of the intermediate-state PES.

The TD-RR theory has been implemented in the GAUS-
SIAN suite of program, and shares the same framework as our
previous implementation of the time-independent theory of
RR.19 In this way, the reliability of the TD-RR implementa-
tion has been tested by using the previously validated method
as a reference. Our tests have shown that, for large-size sys-
tems, the computational cost of the calculations needed to
generate the input data greatly exceeds that needed for sim-
ulating the RR spectrum. Therefore, for a given set of in-
put data, the most accurate and feasible model should always
be preferred as the additional computational cost remains al-
ways negligible. As a consequence, the reduction of the over-
all computational cost has to be sought in the generation of
input data using approximated strategies (AS and VG). Fur-
thermore, cheaper methods for the computation of harmonic
frequencies of excited-state must be found. In our opinion,
this goal can be accomplished by using methods where ana-
lytical second derivatives are available.65, 66 Finally, thanks to
the implementation of the TD-RR theory inside GAUSSIAN, it
is straightforward to extend it to the study of molecules in so-
lution by using the polarizabile continuum model. Addition-
ally, an approximated model to include anharmonicity effects
in both PES of the ground and intermediate states has been
presented.

Applications of this procedure to some medium-size
molecules have shown that, in order to reach a satisfac-
tory agreement with the experimental spectra, inclusion of
Herzberg-Teller terms, as well as the proper description of the
excited-state PES is needed. Furthermore, the choice of differ-
ent harmonic models (adiabatic and vertical) for the excited-
state PES can affect significantly the overall bandshape and,
in particular, vertical models seem best-suited when large-
amplitude motions are present. Finally, when solvation effects
are included by mean of the polarizable continuum model, the
proper solvation regime must be chosen consistently with the
harmonic model of the excited state PES.
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